Mission Statement
“To enhance education for better workforce development;
and to ignite tomorrow’s innovators while developing the
most valued engineering and manufacturing workforce to
compete in the global market.”
Program Intent
Improve education in America by inspiring students, teachers, and administrators within the present educational system. Motivate and equip high school students to develop
21st Century skills and pursue careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
Program Description
A four-year, sequenced, STEM curricula that meets Career
and Tech Ed (CTE) course TEKS and HB-5 requirements
and receives CTE funding. Curricula covers introductions to
the R&D industry and innovation; mechanical drafting/CAD
for working drawings capture; and applied physics of main
energy systems - mechanical, electrical, thermal, fluid through design, build, and test projects.
Educational Approach

It
IS
Rocket
Science

-based teaching that engages all types of learners.
through increasingly complex project goals.
curs, is part of the learning experience.
-solving, critical thinking,
cognitive reasoning, project management, team work, leadership, and R&D skills and innovation are incorporated.
Accreditation
SystemsGo
for the fourth year science credit required for graduation.
SystemsGo is certified as a Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Provider for the State of Texas.

How About This For A
Final Exam

Boeing, SpaceX, SAIC, Texas Space Grant Consortium,
Texas A&M, and TSTC.
Successes to Date
SystemsGo high school graduates are pursuing
studies in engineering.
SystemsGo alumni now work for NASA, commercial
space companies, private space companies, the military and
military/aerospace contractors.
trained to implement SystemsGo in their schools over the
past nine years.

STEM Endorsement
9th Grade: Concepts of Engineering and Technology
PEIMS # 13036200
10th Grade: Engineering Design and Presentation
PEIMS # 13036500
11th Grade: Scientific Research and Design* (1cr)
PEIMS# 13037200
Advanced Engineering Design and Presentation (2cr)
PEIMS # 13036600
12th Grade: Engineering Design and Problem Solving* (1cr)
PEIMS # 13037300
Practicum in STEM (2cr)
*Science Credit PEIMS # 13037400
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2218 W. Grand Ave
PO Box 155
Artesia, NM 88210
Phone: 575-748-6100
E-mail: dwillden@pvrec8.com
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The Who, What, When, Why and How of Systems Go New Mexico
What is Systems Go
New Mexico?
The innovative
SystemsGo
Aeroscience
Studies science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) curriculum uses projectbased learning to stimulate workplace skills in:
 Design
 Development
 Testing
 Analysis
 Critical Thinking
 Cognitive Reasoning
 Problem Solving
 Innovation
How does Systems Go NM work in the classroom?
The Freshman and Sophomore curricula are designed
to provide important introductory information to the students, through user-friendly project and PowerPoint
modules, that promote a student’s understanding of
innovation, the R&D industry, and work/life skills such
as design and development, testing and analysis, problem-solving, leadership, and teamwork. The Junior and
Senior curricula guides students to design, develop,
test, and analyze professional-grade, free-flight, sounding rockets for research applications. First-Level
(Tsiolkovsky) students design and test vehicles to loft a
one-pound payload to an apogee of one-mile. SecondLevel (Oberth) students attempt transonic flight. And
Third-Level (Goddard) students design and develop a
vehicle capable of lofting a 35-lb payload between altitudes of
80,000 to
100,000-feet.
Each year’s
projects culminate in a state
-wide, professionally supported, launch
event for all
SystemsGo schools.

Do I have to be a rocket scientist to teach Systems Go NM?
No. Systems Go NM provides complete CPE certified training
during the summer, and ongoing support from ordering program
supplies to preparing for the rocket launches in spring.
Participating schools will receive all curricular and classroom support materials to ensure a successful experience for both teachers
and students.

Why should I have Systems Go NM in my school?
• Proven, 4-year, sequenced curricula
• Meets STEM endorsement for your school
• Courses align vertically within SystemsGo’s mission
SystemsGo prepares workforce of tomorrow
• Helps develop the most valued engineers to compete in the global
market
• Helps develop most skilled manufacturing workforce
• Helps develop problem solvers and lifelong learners in any field
65% of students pursue engineering degrees

Art Stephenson, NASA Administrator for Education:
“Your work in supporting the students of tomorrow is
unsurpassed in the ranks of high school science teachers.
It has been said, ‘The launch of a rocket does not begin at
the launch pad, but rather at the classroom door.’ You are
demonstrating the meaning of that statement to all who
observe your program.”

“I am extremely impressed with the program.
As a State Representative we are always looking to see where our investment in our children prove a return...Systems Go has proven
its value to our students and to our State. “
David Gallegos, NM State Representative

What are the results of integrating Systems Go NM?
Documented findings from Texas Tech University 2014 Program
Evaluation:

 Student ratings of the rocket program experience reach from
extremely positive to near heroic levels of effectiveness.
 Students’ evaluation of their experience with the program was
very positive to extremely positive.
 The Systems Go NM program, including its curriculum and
learning effects, had a powerful and positive effect on students.
 Systems Go NM is meeting and exceeding its stated
objectives.
 65% of students have continued on to study engineering in
college. Many are in careers at major space related companies
such as NASA, United Space Alliance, and Space-X.

Who Supports Systems Go NM?
Systems Go NM is supported by a consortium of leaders in government, business, education, the public and private
grant industry.

Steven Collicott, Ph.D., Prof. of Aeronautics/
Astronautics,Purdue University
“I can confidently state that the SystemsGo rocket
program is the most amazing high school high-tech
experience I have seen.”

